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Abstract- Parallel programming has become simple and reasonable with the preamble of GPGPUs. Now a day’s many 
programmers transfer their application to GPGPUs with the accessibility of APIs such as NVIDIA’s CUDA. But it is very 
tricky task to write CUDA program. Most of the industry extensively uses the immense serial C code, and they are unable to 
take any advantages of this additional computing power available. Some tools, allow programmers to add “hints” to their 
sequential programs, while another approach has been to build an interactive system between parallelizing tools/compilers 
and programmers. But none of these are really automatic tools, because programmer is fully involved in the process. We 
present an automatic parallelization tool with modest involvement of the programmer in the process of parallelization. This 
tool will provide better graphical user interface with higher flexibility. The process followed in this tool will produce better 
quality result. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Due to rapid surge in demands of the gaming 
industry, now Graphics Processing Units (GPUs)[1] 
are not only used as specific application 3D view 
rendering units but also as highly parallel and 
programmable multi pipelined processors that can 
satisfy extremely high computational requirements at 
low cost. It is not at all surprising that the 
performance of graphic processing units (GPUs) is 
much bigger than the central processing units (CPUs) 
of now-a-days. Formerly GPUs were focused on such 
limited field of computing graphic scenes.  
 
Within the course of time, GPUs use grew 
dramatically because they became very powerful. So, 
we can come together on the term General Purpose 
GPU (GPGPU) denoting modern graphic 
accelerators. The primary reason of rapid rising of the 
performance is computer games and the 
entertainment industry, which directly evolves 
economic pressure on the developers of GPUs to 
perform a vast number of floating-point calculations 
within fewer units of time. 
 
The explore in the field of GPGPU started in late 
70’s. Today’s fastest GPUs can deliver a crest 
performance in the order of 500 GFLOPS, it is 
already more than four times the performance of the 
fastest x86 quad-core processor available as of today.  
 
This paper introduces a transformation of directive 
based C programs to CUDA C program. To calculate 
peak performance gain, it finds out all dependencies 
and produce better results. To find out transformation 
rules this paper elaborates patterns of parallelization 
and CUDA C extensions from C. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
In November 2006, NVIDIA introduced CUDA, it is 
a parallel computing architecture for general purpose 
with a new parallel programming model and 
instruction set architecture that leverages the parallel 
compute mechanism in NVIDIA GPUs to solve many 
complex computational problems in a more proficient 
way than on a CPU.  NVIDIA GPUs with the new 
Tesla unified graphics and computing architecture run 
CUDA C programs and are widely available in 
laptops, PCs, servers and workstations. Other shared-
memory parallel processing architectures, including 
multicore CPUs can also use the CUDA model. 

 
NVIDIA CUDA SDK has been designed for running 
parallel computations on the device hardware: it 
consist of a compiler, a driver API and host and 
device runtime libraries. There are several layers on 
CUDA software stack: an API and its runtime 
(CUDA Runtime), a hardware driver (CUDA Driver), 
two higher-level mathematical libraries (CUDA 
Libraries) of common usage are shown below in Fig 
1. 
 
GPU performance is influenced by the architectural 
organization of the hardware platform. NVIDIA 
suggests that achieving the highest GPU occupancy 
and optimizing the use of the memory hierarchy are 
the two main factors behind GPU performance. In 
fact both of them are related since maximizing the 
occupancy can help to cover latency during global 
memory loads. To analyze their relative importance, 
Researchers represent several experiments. 
According to the results, the biggest detrimental 
factor of actual performance is that of code 
transformations that target efficient memory usage. 
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Overall they ensure the best performance even if 
some resources remain underutilized. Therefore, 
maximizing occupancy should be examined at a later 
stage in the compilation process, once data related 
issues have been properly addressed. NVCC is the 
compiler provided by NVIDIA [6][7]. It can optimize 
code but the best optimized code [12][13] is the one 
which should be written at assembly level. But it 
looks very difficult in big algorithms and projects. So 
to find out occupancy, is the important issue. 
 

 
Fig. 1 CUDA Software Stack 

 
III. CUDA PROGRAMMING MODEL 

 
A CUDA program consists of one or more phases 
that are executed on either the host (CPU) or a device 
such as a GPU (Graphical Processing Unit). The GPU 
is viewed as a compute device: that is a coprocessor 
to the CPU (host), has its own DRAM (device 
Memory), Run many threads in parallel. Data parallel 
portion of application are executed on the device such 
as kernels which run in parallel on many threads. 
Difference between GPU and CPU thread [14] are as 
follows: 
1. GPU threads are extremely lightweight and require 
very little creation overhead. 
2. GPU needs 1000s of threads for full efficiency 
where as multi-core CPU needs only a few. 
 
A kernel is executed as a grid of thread blocks. A 
thread block is a batch of thread that can cooperate 
with each other by efficiently sharing data through 
shared memory, and synchronizing there execution 
for hazard free shared memory accesses. There is a 
limit to the number of threads for each block, as all 
threads of a block are estimated to reside on the same 
processor core and must share the limited memory 
resources of that core. Blocks are organized into a 

one-dimensional or two-dimensional grid of thread 
blocks as illustrated by Fig 2. The number of thread 
blocks in a grid is usually dictated by the size of the 
data being processed or the number of processors in 
the system. It must be possible to execute thread 
block in any order, in parallel [9] or in series. This 
independence requirement allows thread blocks to be 
scheduled in any order across any number of cores; 
these enable programmers to write code that scales 
with the number of cores. For efficient cooperation, 
the shared memory [10] is expected to have a low-
latency memory close to each processor core and 
thread synchronization is expected to be lightweight 
. 

 
Fig.2. CUDA Grid Structure 

 
IV. SYSTEM ARCHTECTURE 
 

 
Fig.3 System Architecture. 

 
Input to the tool is directive based C Code, which is 
analyzed and parse using parser for converting it into 
intermediate code format. Then we will fragment the 
intermediate code and store it into equivalent data 
structure. Then we will check each intermediate code 
fragment and map it into its CUDA form. CUDA 
Code builder will combine the fragmented CUDA C 
code into complete parallel CUDA Code. Finally 
result will be display to the user.  
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The Fig.4 shows the System Architecture with 
Wizard. 
 

 
Fig.4 System Architecture with Wizard 

 
Wizard approach will accept appropriate input 
parameter from the user. Build Data Structure, 
fragment the intermediate code and store it into an 
equivalent data structure. CUDA Code Mapper will 
check each intermediate code fragment and map it 
into its CUDA form. CUDA Code syntax 
generator/template will generate CUDA Code syntax. 
CUDA Code builder will combine the fragmented 
CUDA C code into complete parallel CUDA Code. 
Finally appropriate result will be displayed to the 
user.                           
 
V. METHODOLOGY 
 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
    1. SET THEORY 
Let U be the Universal set defined by 

U={C, T, M, U, O} 
Where 
1. C= {c1,c2,c3.........cn|C 0} 

Where c is the set of input code. 
 

2. T= {T1,T2,T3.......Tn} 
Where T is set of tokens. 
 

3. M= {M1,M2,M3......Mn} 
Where M is set of token Map. 
 

4. U={U1,U2,U3......Un} 
Where U is the set of fragmant code of CUDA C. 
 

5. O={o1,o2,o3.....on} 
Where O is final code generated from C code. 
 
     2. FUNCTIONS 

1. Ft(C)->T    
Let Ft be a function which accepts c code as 
parameter and generates Tokens. 

2. Fm(T)->M 
Let Fm be a function which accepts Tokens as 
parameter and generates Token Map. 

3. Fu(M)->U 
Let Fu be a function which accepts Token map as 

parameter and generates fragment code of CUDA C. 
4. Fo(U)->O 

Let Fo be a function which accepts fragment code of 
CUDA C as parameter and generates CUDA C code. 
 
    3. VENN DIAGRAM 
 

 
 

One C code may have number of Tokens Hence they 
have One to Many Relationship. 
 

 
 
One token have only one token Map hence they have 
One to One relationship. 
 

 
 
One token map has only one Fragment code of 
CUDA C hence they have One to One relationship. 

 
Fig.5 Venn diagram 

 
 Many fragment of CUDA C code has only one 
CUDA C code. Hence they have many to one   
relationship. 
 
VI. ALGORITHM INPUT: C CODE 
 (DIRECTIVE BASED) OUTPUT: 
 PARALLEL CUDA CODE 
 
1. Read input directive based C program file. 
2. Analyze the input and identify cpu variables and 
kernel Variables. 
3. Identify parallelizable portion of code. 
4. Find kernel regions and convert them into kernel   
function. 
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5. Calculate Block Grid and Block Dim  
6. Write appropriate CUDAMalloc and 
CUDAMemcpy Code to manage memory. 
7. Place parallel code in separate device function 
called Kernel and GPU code in main function. 
8. Make call to kernel function at appropriate place in 
main function. 
9.  Finally gets a CUDA code as an output. 
 
STEPS FOR GENERATING CUDA CODE 
THROUGH APPLICATION WIZARD 
1. User will select the application type. 
2. Accept the Application Input parameter from the 
User. 
3. Select the template based on the application type. 
4. Replace the parameter contain with user parameter. 
5. Generate CUDA code. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
By using automated tool it becomes easier to convert 
directive based c code to parallel CUDA code. It will 
provide better user interface. Programmer can take 
benefits of parallel programming CUDA architecture 
to enhance the performance of the system. 
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